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Leadership is based on inspiration, not on domination;
on co-operation, not intimidation – William Arthur Wood
Dear Comrade,
We bid adieu to a great year 2019 and we
are on the threshold of yet another New
Year which holds exciting promises. As
the New Year dawns on us, all we need to
achieve is there in the beginning, ready to
be rediscovered. The deepest secrets, the
greatest opportunities and challenges
await us, spurring us to brace up to these
evolving trends which will have far
reaching impact on our movement,
struggles and our well being.
Banking Industry is passing through the
hardest phase of its existence in the
background of mounting NPAs which have
been increasing by leaps and bounds. With
a gloomy prospect of improvement in the
GDP and the agrarian crisis coupled with
dwindling industrial output, the Banking
Industry will be passing through a patchy
period. The rosy picture given by various
agencies on IBC and NCLT have resulted in
meager NPA recovery.
The Bipartite talks is progressing well with
issues viz. Performance Linked Incentive,
Pension Updation; Family Pension
revision; Regulated Working Hours for
Officers; Child Care Leave; Clearing Grid
etc. have been discussed with IBA.
: www.sbioacc.com

The SBIOA(CC) has been given an
opportunity to prepare the compendium
on Disciplinary Proceedings / Staff
Accountability – Suggestions &
Improvements which has been
appreciated by all four officers'
Associations.
In the year 2019, SBIOA(CC) has taken up
with the Federation a lot of issues of
Member's interest like. Release of
Stagnation increment for official who opt
out promotion; removal of 2 years residual
service period for promotion; CDS/IT
related issues; Promotion Policy for
Specialist Officers, ICT Transfer Policy up
to Scale V; Enhancement of Group
Insurance coverage for officers to Rs.25
lakhs; Additional Gratuity calculation for
: www.facebook.com/SBIOACC
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HEART TO HEART
those who put more than 30 years of
Service; Implementation of Government
Guidelines for Compassionate Appointment Scheme; Payment of Encashment of
leave for dismissed officers; Exorbitant
insurance premium charged for
Pensioners; Cashless medical treatment
for serving / retired officers; Special leave
for undergoing Chemo-therapy etc.
The Regional Negotiating Council Meeting
of Salem Module has resulted in resolving
many issues of our Members.

The distribution of Diary 2020 to our
members in person has been started in the
second week of November and visit to the
Branches and talking with Members has
already resulted the rejuvenated energy on
Office Bearers.
Comrades, we take this opportunity to
convey our Good Wishes for a Happy,
Prosperous, Healthy and Wealthy New Year
to All Our Members and their Families all
over the country during the Year 2020.

The presence of large Membership at
Sports fest and a Women's Convention of
Coimbatore Module is yet another show of
strength and an opportunity to gauge the
joyous mood of the Membership.

Comradely Yours,

Year's end is neither an end nor a
beginning but a on going, with all the
wisdom that experience can instill in us.

GENERAL SECRETARY

Being on time is a wonderful experience.
Punctuality and meticulous follow-up of
laid down systems and procedures are the
hall mark quality of an official. Let us take
an oath that we will strictly adhere to this
from this year without fail. We will look
forward the year ahead with quality
business for our bank and strive hard for it.

(R. BALAJI)

True leaders always practice the
three R's – Respect for Self;
Respect for others,
Responsibility for all their
actions.

SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
December 2019
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CHENNAI MODULE 1 NEWS
REGIONAL NEGOTIATING COUNCIL MEETING – CHENNAI ZONE-1

Quarterly Regional Negotiation Committee
meeting of Chennai Module -1 was
conducted on 12th November 2019 at AO,
Chennai Zone-1. The meeting was presided
over by the Dy. General Manager (B&O)
Shri. Benjamin Cherian. All Regional
Managers of the module with HR officials
attended the meeting as team members of
the management. Association team was
headed by Com. A V Joseph.

RACCs are moved, many works are
entrusted to the branches, without man
power. Proposals rejected at one Processing
Centres are being sanctioned at other CPCs,
a system for identifying such proposals to
be introduced in LOS/ LLMS. Retired
officers above 70 may be provided with 3
months medicines at our Medical Clinic,
because of their inability to travel every
month.

The meeting commenced with a welcome
address by Shri. Manju Kannan, Chief
Manager (HR) followed by the presidential
address of Shri. Benjamin Cherian, DGM.
He has insisted to bring the HR at the real
time to the respective Regional Managers to
resolve at the earliest possible.

The meeting had a detailed discussion on
the agenda items submitted by the
Association, such as shifting of premises,
posting of security guards at branches
where places are vulnerable for problems.
Change of Sunday Working branches to
normal working, Posting of nodal officer at
SIDCO Ambattur and T Nagar branches for
ATM reconciliation, bills pending at various
RBOs, parking space for staff vehicles at AO,
improvement in canteen facilities etc. All the
issues were accepted in the right spirit by
the management for the smooth functioning
of branches and AOs with the full support
and satisfaction of the staff members.

Com. A V Joseph, Regional Secretary, in his
address, pointed out the need of Processing
Centres to be a real support to the branches,
when the branches are struggling to get
business, with skeleton staff strength. NPA
follow up by RACPC and branches
simultaneously, gives a different picture on
the accounts. When officials identified for
SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
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COIMBATORE MODULE NEWS
WOMEN’S CONCLAVE

Women's Conclave was organised by our
Regional Secretary, Com. R. Rajavelu on
17.11.2019. The programme started with the
welcome address by Lady Representative
Com.Kavitha. Com. Meghna Prabhu, Branch
Manager, Kalangal did an impressive
compering.
The Presidential address was given by Com. C.
Balaji and the inaugural address by the
Module Dy. General Manager Shri. AGK
Sathyaprakash. In the Chief Guest address,
Mrs. Uma Maheswari, Poet, Orator – HGA, LIC
of India, Divisional Office, Coimbatore spoke
about the various roles women participated in
and to be aware of the consequences to be
faced in public and personal life. Com. Dr.
Yasmin Basha, our Bank Doctor spoke about
the ways to curtail the stress and to be
cautious and preventive in all ways and lead
a healthy life. Ms. Tanukumari – Yoga Patanjili,

SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
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ELDERS’
MEET
AT MADURAI
WOMEN’S
CONCLAVE

Haridwar explained about the advantages of
yoga and how to perform simple yoga in our
daily routine. She also gave a practice to do
the basic yoga without strain and harmless.
Our lady comrades presented a colourful
cultural program which enthralled the
audience of the Coimbatore Module .
General Secretary, Com. R. Balaji spoke about
the role of lady comrades in our present
banking sector and the difficulties they face.
He said grievances should be made known to
the Association, so that the problems can be
solved at an early stage. He also requested the
lady comrades to perform their duties without
stress and lead for a fruitful atmosphere at the
bank and in their family.
The meeting came to an end with a vote of
thanks by Mrs. Shanmuga Prema, RACPC,
Coimbatore North.

SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
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COIMBATORE MODULE NEWS
SPORTS MEET
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The 10 t h Annual Sports Meet was
inaugurated at our SBOA School,
Chokampudur on 17.11.2019 by our
President, Com. C. Balaji, General
Secretary, Com. R. Balaji, Circle Office
Bearers and Com. A.V. Joseph, Regional
Secretary, Chennai-I. Com. R. Rajavelu,
Regional Secretary, Coimbatore Module,
with all Module Office bearers were
present for inauguration of the Sports
Meet 2019-20. Our Association Flag was
hoisted by our President Com. C. Balaji,
General Secretary, Com. R . Balaji along
with the Module Dy. General Manager
(B&O) Shri. AGK Sathya Prakash and Dy.
General Manager, Commercial Branch,
Shri. Sathyanarayana.

The valedictory function was held on
08.12.2019. Welcome address was
delivered by Com. V Subramanian, Zonal
Secretary, Coimbatore Zone I. Our
beloved General Secretary, Com. R. Balaji
along with our Regional Secretary, Com. R.
Rajavelu spoke on the occasion. Prizes
with certificates of merit were distributed
to the winners and runners of the Sports
events conducted subsequently. Com. R
Veerabahu, Zonal Secretary, Coimbatore
Zone III has co-ordinated the prize
distribution. Vote of thanks was delivered
by Com. V Vetrivelan, Zonal Secretary,
Coimbatore Zone III and the Convener of
the Sports Wing, Coimbatore Module.

SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
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COIMBATORE MODULE NEWS
MEMBERS MEET AT ERODE

On the 21st November 2019, a Members
meet was conducted at Erode Main.
Com.R. Rajavelu, Regional Secretary,
Coimbatore Module welcomed the
gathering. Our General Secretary, Com. R
Balaji spoke on the occasion about the
latest development of the Wage Revision
negotiation. He complimented the
members of the Erode Zone for gathering

in large numbers within a short period of
notice. Com. Balasankar, Asst. General
Manager, Erode Main branch in his
address spoke about the importance of the
existence of our Association.
Com. Gurumurthy, Regional Manager,
Region 3 attended the meeting. Vote of
thanks was delivered by Com. A.Sankar,
Zonal Secretary, Erode.

RETIREMENTS
DECEMBER 2019
S/Shri Name

Branch

Designation

MOBILE

1

Muralidharan K

Dy. Gen. Manager

LHO, Chennai

9550577499

2

Raghunath Srinivasan

Asst. Gen. Manager

ARMB, Chennai

9445865965

3

Dharani M

Asst. Gen. Manager

Pudukottai

9445861982

4

Chinnaraju M

Chief Manager

RBO-IV, Coimbatore

9442614501

5

Narasimman K

Manager

Palayamkottai

9488880977

6

Venkataramanan G

Manager

RBO-I, Coimbatore

8489911899

7

Padmanabhan Thampi G

Manager

AO, Trichy

9445862377

8

Swaminathan M

Deputy Manager

CPPC, Chennai

9940089900

9

Joseph Rajaseelan K

Deputy Manager

Park Town

9445860358

Deputy Manager

Thirumangalam

9442813189

10 Chinnasamy Periakaruppan

SBIOA (CC) wishes a very happy, healthy and peaceful retired life.
SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
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MADURAI MODULE NEWS
SPORTS MEET

10th Annual Sports' Meet of Madurai
Module was held at SBOA School, Madurai
on 17.11.2019. Regional Secretary,
Com.A.Senthil Ramesh welcomed the
gathering. The Chief Guest,
Shri.S.Kanagaraj, Regional Manager, RBO II

in his address, emphasized the importance
of Sports. Our Dy. General Secretary,
Com.J.Jeeva spoke about the importance of
conducting Sports' Meet by our Association
at all Modules. Com.K.Pitchai, Dy. Regional
Secretary proposed the Vote of thanks.

AREA MEETING - THENI ZONE

The Zonal area meeting for our Theni Zone
was conducted at our Theni branch on
20.11.2019. Com. Karthick Alagiri, Zonal
Secretary, Theni Zone welcomed the
gathering.
The Dy. Regional secretaries' Com. Pitchai
and Com. Philip Raj Peter encouraged the
members with their valuable speech and
advised them to utilise the meeting for
clarifying their doubts.

The Members raised their queries regarding
wage revision and discussed the issues
faced by them at branches. The Regional
secretary, Com.A.Senthil Ramesh clarified
their doubts and narrated the recent
developments in wage revision.
He requested our members to strictly
follow the systems and procedures.
The meeting was concluded with vote of
thanks.

SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
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TRICHY MODULE NEWS
PICNIC TO SIRUMALAI

A picnic to Sirumalai Hills was organized on
th
18 November by SBIOA Tiruchirappalli
Module. On the day of the picnic, members
along with their children assembled at
Dindigul branch and all arrangements were
made by Com.T.Ashok Kumar. Sirumalai is a
dense forest area at an altitude of 5200 ft

above sea level containing diversified flora and
th
fauna. At the 18 hairpin bend there was a
view point of Dindigul Town and the
children were thrilled to see the town from the
view point. They went to a forest resort where
all played some funny games and sang
around. and enjoyed.

MEETING HELD AT RAMANATHAPURAM

An area meeting of our Association was held at
Ramanathapuram Branch on 21st November
2019. Com.T.Senthil Kumar, Zonal Secretary,
Sivagangai Zone in his welcome address
spoke about how the Association has treaded
a path of thorns for protecting the rights of the
Officers. Com.M.Asok, Regional Secretary,
Tiruchirappalli Module in his speech advised
the officers to follow the laid down guidelines
regarding handing over and taking over
charges in the interest of the bank and as well
in the interest of the officers themselves.

Adequate recruitment should be made and a
pool of officers should be created at Region
wise to enable them to depute matching staff
to the branches while implementing vacation
policy and role based certification
programme, he further said. In our RNC and
CNC meetings we have laid enough emphasis
on the need to have a healthy work-life balance
and requested the comrades to spend the
holidays with family. Dy.Regional Secretaries
Com.K.Selvaraj and Com.A.K.A.
Vellaiampillai also attended the meeting.

SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
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TRICHY MODULE NEWS
AREA MEETING AT MAYILADUTHURAI

AREA MEETING AT SME THUVAKUDI

On 15th November 2019 an area meeting of
our Association was held at Mayiladuthurai
Branch. Com.Prabhu, Zonal Secretary,
Nagappattinam in his welcome address
spoke that the welfare of the members is
always uppermost in the minds of the
Association leaders all the time.
C o m . M . A s o k , R e g i o n a l S e c r e t a r y,
Tiruchirappalli Module spoke about the
alarming attrition and the acute staff position
prevailing shortage during the certification
programme and training it's really hard for
HR officials to find relief arrangements for
officers who intend to go on leave on
emergency family and health situation and
adequate recruitment should be made in the
coming year.
Branches are migrating documents to RACC
and the documents are piling up in RACC due
to shortage of officers and we have reminded
about this to the Management in our last
meeting. He advised the members to get the
best of medical guidance and services by
availing the Executive Health Check-up
scheme once in a year. He answered the
queries raised by members regarding
transfers, holiday working and cross selling.
Members thanked the Regional Secretary and
his team in the end. Dy.Regional Secretaries,
Com.Ravichandan, Com.A.K.A.Vellaiampillai
and Com.K.Selvaraj attended the meeting.

An area meeting of our Association was held
at SME Thuvakudi Branch on 19th November
2 0 1 9 . C o m . N. M u r a l i d h a r a n , Z o n a l
Secretary, Tiruchirappalli in his welcome
address spoke about the unhindered service
rendered by the Association to the members
and its role in making representations to the
Management for the betterment and welfare
of the members. Com.M.Asok, Regional
Secretary, Tiruchirappalli Module spoke
about the role played by the Association in
bargaining with the Management to get the
best facilities to the members. He told about
the request made by the Association to the
Management to reassess the manpower
requirement by getting feedback from
ground level functionaries.
He expressed his concern that some of the
officials are giving false compliances under
pressure in RFIA and OTMS areas and he
asked them to avoid it as it may lead to
disciplinary proceedings and also credit risk
to our bank. Working without rest is not good
for health; he said and advised the comrades
above Scale-2 to make use of the Executive
Health Check-up scheme. Com.Rajesh
delivered the vote of thanks. Dy.Regional
Secretaries Com.K.Selvaraj and
Com.A.K.A.Vellaiampillai also attended the
meeting.

SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
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SALEM MODULE NEWS
REGIONAL NEGOTIATING COUNCIL

The Regional negotiating council meeting was
held on 27-11-2019 at the Administrative Office,
Salem. Shri. S. Gopidass, Chief Manager (HR)
delivered the welcome address. Shri. Gundu
Rao Kahdri, Deputy General Manager (B&O),
Salem Module along with the Regional Managers
and Manager HRs from AO and RBOs and
Com.Gunalan Sukirtharaj, Regional secretary,
Salem Module along with the Module Officer
bearers were present to discuss the issues
pertaining to the members in the module.
Many grievances were settled before the meeting
was started. The Regional Secretary highlighted

and elaborated certain issues for the Dy.
General Manager intervention, regarding the
conduct of late hour meetings and sending
group/ individual messages intented to hurt any
official. Without any hesitation he accepted the
demands and suitably advised his team at the
very same point of time to desist from such
activities.
Dy. General Manager and Regional Secretary
thanked each other for their co-operation and
positive gesture. Vote of thanks was delivered by
Shri. K.Vijay, Manager (HR), AO, Salem.

SPORTS MEET - DHARMAPURI ZONE

The fourth zonal level sports meet was
conducted on 03.11.2019 at the District sports
complex & auditorium, Krishnagiri. Our
President, Com. C.Balaji, General Secretary,
Com. R.Balaji, Deputy General Secretary,
C o m . J . J e e v a , R e g i o n a l S e c r e t a r y,
Com.K.Gunalan Sukirtharaj and Module Office
Bearers attended the function. Chief Guest of

the event Shri. V. Manivannan, Regional
Manager, RBO Hosur and Smt. V. K. Rekha,
Assistant General Manager, RASMECC, Hosur
graced the occasion. More than 70 vibrant
comrades of Dharmapuri zone actively
participated in all the events. Special events for
the family members and children were
conducted.

SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
December 2019
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LEGAL CORNER

with Article 4 and 16 of Constitution of India
in cases of public employment etc., results of
efforts made by the workman to prove that he
was not gainfully employed and efforts made
by the management that workman was
gainfully employed during interregnum
period, conduct of the workman, damages
suffered by the workman etc.
Any delay in filing appeal beyond 120 days
cannot be condoned in any case by any
authority. Prescribed limitation for filling an
appeal under Section 7(7) of the Act before the
Appellate Authority under the Payment of
Gratuity Act, 1972 is 60 days. After expiry of
prescribed limitation of 60 days the Appellate
Authority may condone the delay only up to
further 60 days and not beyond that i.e. total
delay of 60+60+120 days.
Case: The Assistant Commissioner/The
Executive Officer, ArulmiguMariamman
Temple vs. The Joint Commissioner of
Labour/Controlling Authority under
Gratuity/Act. 2019 LLR 868 (Mad. H.C.)

Unauthorised Absence

Termination of services of a workman on
account of unauthorized absence but without
holding enquiry is illegal. When termination is
held to be illegal, the workman is entitled to
reinstatement with back wages, in normal
course. Illegal dismissal from service would
not attract back wages automatically.
Awarding back-wages depends upon several
factors including nature of appointment,
mode of recruitment, length of service,
whether the appointment was in consonance

Case: M/s. RathiUdyog Ltd. vs. P.O. Labour
Court (I), U.P., Ghaziabad and Others. 2019
LLR 830 (All. H.C.) Dismissal justified for
unauthorized absence.

Moral turpitude
To qualify as a crime involving moral
turpitude for such purpose, it requires both
reprehensible conduct and scienter, whether
with specific intent, deliberateness,
willfulness or recklessness. Factors to be
considered involving moral turpitude are (i)
the person who commits the offence, (ii) the
person against whom it is committed, (iii) the
manner and circumstances it is committed,
(iv) the values of society. Each offence may be
categorized (i) crimes against persons, (ii)
crime against property, (iii) crime against
society-Crime against persons include
murder, rape and assault where victims are
always individuals - Objects of crime against
property for example robbery and burglary is
to obtain money, property or some other
benefits - Crime against society for example
gambling, prostitution and drug violations,
represent society's prohibition against certain
activities. All assaults are not involving moral
turpitude. Use of dangerous weapon which
can cause death may be said to be an offence
involving moral turpitude.
Ref: The State Bank of India & Others vs. P.
Soupramaniane. 2019 LLR 630 (SC).

SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
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YOU SHOULD KNOW

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE – THE NEED FOR ADOPTION IN BANKING SECTOR
Artificial Intelligence is the future of banking
as it brings the power of advanced data analytics
to combat fraudulent transactions and improve
compliance. AI algorithm accomplishes antimoney laundering activities in few seconds,
which otherwise take hours and days. necessity
is the mother of invention', banks are now
finding solace in new-age technologies such as
artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain and more.
Since 2016, many traditional banks have
collaborated with fintech startups or devised
solutions in-house to offer modernised banking
solution to their customers.
There are multiple reasons for the increased
adoption of AI in the banking sector. This
includes:
1. The immense competition in the banking
sector
2. Push for process-driven services
3. Introduce self-service at banks
4. Demand from customers to provide more
customised solutions
5. Creating operational efficiencies
6. Increasing employee productivity
7. To help focus on profitability and
compliance
8. A vision to augment human work through
the use of software robotics
9. To reduce fraud and security risks
10. To manage huge volumes of data at record
speed and derive valuable insights

11. To bring in effective decision making
Which Are The Areas Where Banks Are
Adopting AI?
There are many areas where banks are utilising
AI to streamline the processes. A few of them
includes:
1. Accounting
2. Merchant Services
3. Fraud and cybersecurity
4. Risk Management
5. Compliance
6. Customer Service
7. Financing and loans (credit assessment)
8. Wealth management
9. Business process management
10. Physical Security
11. Asset Management
12. Internal Audit
13. Sales
14. Marketing
SBI is currently using an AI-based solution
developed by Chapdex, the winning team from
its first national hackathon, “Code for bank”. On
the front desk, it uses SIA chatbot, an AIpowered chat assistant developed by Payjo, a
startup based in Silicon Valley and Bengaluru. It
addresses customer enquiries instantly and
helps them with everyday banking tasks just like
a bank representative.
(Sources: Magazines and news reports).

HOMAGE

Com. C P Raja, Chief Manager,
Inspection & Audit expired in an accident
at Gundakkal on 09.11.2019

Com.N J Sharmila Assistant Manager
Saligramam Branch, Chennai (SARB
Coimbatore) expired on 09.12.2019 after
serious illness at Coimbatore.

Com. M. Shanmugam, Dy. Manager,
RASMECC, Pondicherry expired on
08.12.2019

MAY THE DEPARTED SOUL REST IN PEACE
SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
December 2019
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UFBU NEWS
COMMUNICATION FROM UFBU
No. UFBU/2019/13

Date:05.12.2019

Dear Comrades,
WAGE REVISION – TALKS HELD WITH
IBA ON 05-12-2019
Another round of negotiations was held today
between IBA and UFBU in the IBA office in
Mumbai. IBA team was led by Shri. Rajkiran
Rai. G (MD-CEO, Union Bank of India),
Chairman of the Negotiating Committee and
from UFBU, representatives of all the nine
constituent unions were present. Discussion
was held on following points.
Increase in wage hike %age: From our side,
we demanded that their earlier offer of 12% is
not at all adequate and hence IBA should
improve their offer. IBA informed that looking
to various constraints of Banks profitability, it
would be difficult to improve their offer to
which we did not agree. IBA thereafter stated
that they would discuss amongst themselves
and let us know during the next round of
meeting.
Mandate issue: IBA informed that the issue
of mandate upto scale VII stands resolved.
Merger of Special Allowance with Basic pay:
We insisted that the present special allowance
be merged with basic pay while working out
the revised pay/scale under the ensuing
settlement. IBA informed that our demand
can be accepted if the additional cost involved
towards superannuation benefits is found to
be affordable. It was agreed that the cost
would be worked out in detail and a final
decision would be taken thereafter.
Improvement in Family Pension: IBA
reiterated that they are seized of the matter
and already in touch with the different stake
holders to get it approved at the earliest
possible.

Updation of pension: IBA stated that while
they appreciate the demand for updation of
pension, looking to the different categories of
pensioners of the past ranging from 1986, the
cost is very high to which the unions
demanded the data to get it calculated from
their actuaries. IBA sought the names of the
actuaries from UFBU side to whom the data
was to be shared for computing the cost.
PLI: From UFBU we pointed out our
concerns especially linking ROA as an
ingredient for the purpose of working out the
performance matrix and creation of more
steps in the gross operating profits so that the
maximum number of banks get the benefit of
PLI. IBA appreciated our view points and
agreed to provide us with a revised formula for
our consideration, where after the issue would
be discussed further.
5 Day Banking: Regarding 5 day banking IBA
advised that they are seized of the importance
of the issue and assured the unions that they
will try to take it forward. However, there were
constraints on account of other stake holders.
We insisted that this issue should be
addressed and resolved on priority.
IBA informed that they would like to sort out
all these issues at the earliest so that we can
move towards reaching understandings to
finalise the settlement. We informed that we
would also seek an early settlement provided
our justified demands are considered
favourably.
With greetings,
Yours comradely,
Sd/SANJEEV K. BANDLISH
CONVENOR

SBI Officers’ Association (Chennai Circle)
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AISBOF NEWS
COMMUNICATION FROM FEDERATION
NO: 106

DATE: 20.11.2019

PROVISION OF FURNITURE & FIXTURE:
FOR OFFICERS UPTO SMGS-V
INCLUSION OF NEW ITEMS
We had taken up with the Corporate Centre for
improvement in the Bank's Scheme for
providing Furniture and Fixtures to officers,
and had suggested inclusion of various items.
2. We are glad to inform you that Bank has
considered inclusion of following new items
vide Circular No. CDO/P&HRD-PM/57/2019 –
20 dated 16.11.2019, effective from the date
of issue of Circular.

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Name of Item
Air- Purifier
Air-fryer
Desktop Computers/
Laptop/ Notebook/I-Pad
Tread Mill (Electrically Operated)
Electric Flying-Insect/Mosquito Killer
Bookshelf
Gas Burner/Kitchen Hob
Exhaust Fan
(i) Sewing Machine (Manually operated)
(ii) Sewing Machine (Electrically operated)

Under the Head (item)
Electrical/Electronics
Electrical/Electronics
Electrical/Electronics
Electrical/Electronics
Electrical/Electronics
Furniture and Fixture
Furniture and Fixture
Electrical/Electronics
Furniture and Fixture
Electrical/Electronics

3. Affiliates/Members may please make note of
improvements.
Yours Comradely,
(SOUMYA DATTA)
General Secretary

COMMUNICATION SENT TO MANAGEMENT
No.6466/66/19
Date:15.11.2019
The Deputy General Manager (IR),
State Bank of India,
Corporate Centre, Mumbai- 400 021
Dear Sir
DEPENDENCY – CHOOSING PARENTS OR
PARENTS IN LAW
Keeping in view of the social responsibility, to
remove gender bias and to provide employees the
flexibility to take care of either parents or parentsin-law, eligibility criteria were modified in X Bipartite Settlement [Ref No. P&HRD. Sl. No:
368/2015 - 16 [Circular No: CDO/P&HRDIR/24/2015 - 16 dated 26.06.2015]. We reproduce
the relevant part of this circular hereunder:
(vii) Definition of Family:
For the purpose of medical facilities and for the
purpose of leave fare concession, the expression
family of an employee shall mean
b) The term wholly dependent family member
shall mean such member of the family having a
monthly income not exceeding Rs.10,000/- p.m. If
the income of one of the parents exceeds
Rs.10,000/- p.m. or the aggregate income of both
the parents exceeds Rs.10,000/- p.m., both the
parents shall not be considered as wholly
dependent on the officer employee.

c) A married female employee may include her
natural parents or parents-in-law under the
definition of family, but not both, provided that the
parents/parents-in-law are wholly dependent on
her.
**Note: For the purpose of medical expenses
reimbursement scheme, for all employees, any
two of the dependent parents/ parents-in-law shall
be covered.
2. However, we understand that the true spirit of
the modifications is being rampantly
misinterpreted by the operating functionaries
across Circles. The following is clear from the
revised definition of “Family” and the **Note
thereto.
a) Intent of the above revision is to provide
opportunity/flexibility to take care of either
parents or parents in law, based only on one
aspect – i.e. income criteria (not any other criteria
like parents/in-laws have other earning
sons/daughters as is being misinterpreted often)
b) **Note to definition makes it clear that for
medical expenses reimbursement scheme “for
all employees” any two dependents – either
parents or parents in law shall be covered. The
words “all employees”, is ignored and there has
been misinter-pretation in implementa-tion. It
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is emphatically clear that all the employees are
eligible to choose either parents or parents-inlaw.
3. This modification was brought in to recognize
the independence and right of employees to take
care of their parents or parents in law as per their
necessity. It was a step towards gender equality
and to remove bias; to provide an opportunity and
flexibility to the employees to take care of
parents/parent in-laws. This needs to be left to the
independent decision of employees and not to
interfered with or misinterpreted.
4. We would be glad if you can issue the necessary
clarifications instructions on this.
With regards,
Yours sincerely
(Soumya Datta)
General Secretary
--------------------------------------------------------------------No.6710/69/19
Date: 04.12.2019
The Dy. Managing Director (HR)
& Corporate Development Officer
State Bank of India,Corporate Centre,
Madam Cama Road, Mumbai 400021
Dear Sir,
ENHANCEMENT OF MONETARY CEILING
PERQUISITES AND BENEFITS
You are aware that monetary ceilings on various
perquisites and benefits viz. 4-in-1, furniture and
fixtures, lease rental, entertainment allowance,
brief case/hand bag, out of pocket expenses,
reimbursement of monthly mobile call charges
being provided to the officers have not been revised
since a considerable period of time. There is a
growing discontentment amongst the officers'
fraternity, who are toiling relentlessly amid myriad
constraints to foster the growth and development
of our esteemed institution.
2. Considering the gravity of the situation, we have
already flagged the issue of increasing monetary
ceilings on various perquisite and benefits being
provided to the officers' fraternity on a number of
occasions and the same has been discussed at
length in successive CNC meetings too. But
unfortunately, till date we are yet to receive any
positive indication in this matter, although we have
been assured every time that a decision would be

taken shortly.
3. You are also aware that reimbursement of
mobile handset to officers was last revised on 31st
October,2015 and during the last four years, you
will agree that there has been a sea change in the
usage of technology in the Bank. The Bank is
embarking upon complete digitization of the
Banking channel. Project like YONO and Internet
Banking etc. are mobile phone - oriented
application. Further, as mobile phones are being
used extensively by the officers for official work,
which make it imperative that handsets should be
of highest quality to perform the work seamlessly
and also to obviate the risk of radiation. We have
requested your good office to enhance the
monetary ceiling of mobile handset vide our letter
no: 6466/42/19 dated 14.06.2019 (copy enclosed),
but this is yet to be considered favorably. Further,
mobile call and data usage charges are poised to be
increased between 40% and 50% by the various
service providers. As such there is a justified
demand to enhance the reimbursement of mobile
call charges forthwith.
4. Against the above back drop, we would request
you once again to revisit the issues and enhance the
monetary ceiling adequately in respect of
perquisites and benefits provided to the officers
which will go a long way in motivating the officers.
With regards,
Yours sincerely,
(Soumya Datta)
General Secretary
---------------------------------------------------------------------No. 6466/42/19
DATE:14.06.2019
The Deputy Managing Director &
Corporate Development Officer
State Bank of India,Mumbai- 400 021
Dear Sir,
REIMBURSEMENT OF COST OF MOBILE HANDSET
Bank has been reimbursing the cost of mobile
handset purchased by the officers in view the fact
that mobiles have become integral part of life for
communication and to discharge official
responsibilities also. The eligibility for
reimbursement of handset was last revised vide
Circular No.P&HRD. Sl No:1262/2013-14
[CDO/P&HRD-PM/73/2013 – 14] on 18.02.2014.
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2. There has been a sea change in the usage of
technology in Bank. Bank has being embarking
upon techno-banking projects in a very big way.
Projects like YONO, Internet Banking etc. are
mobile oriented applications. Bank has also been
encouraging employees to use Apps like MyHRMS
and had provided a platform where employees can
access Bank's Intranet on mobile.
3. We feel that our officials need to be equipped
with high end sets with higher RAM and more
storage (ROM) to propagate various technological
initiatives of the bank. Further, as mobiles are
being used incessantly, in order to obviate the risk
of radiation, they have to be of highest quality.
4. In this backdrop, we request you to revisit and
revise the present ceiling of reimburse-ment of
mobile handsets substantially to enable of officers
to purchase suitable handsets for official use.
With regards,
Yours sincerely
(Soumya Datta)
General Secretary
----------------------------------------------------------------------No. 7151/68/19
25-11-2019
The Dy. Managing Director (HR)
& Corporate Development Officer
State Bank of India, Corporate Centre
Mumbai 400021.
Dear Sir,
RISK FOCUSSED INTERNAL AUDIT:
INITIATING DISCIPLINARY ACTION AND
IMPOSING PENALTY
We wish to bring to your kind attention that there
has been a spurt in the number of disciplinary
proceedings cases against the Branch Managers
and other operating functionaries due to the
submission of false compliances to Risk Focussed
Internal Audit (RFIA) and as well as for
downgrading of branches. As a consequence, a
penalty has been imposed in many cases. This has
resulted in undesirable fear psychosis among the
Branch Managers and other functionaries who are
primarily the drivers of growth in the bank and we
are constrained to say that this may eventually
pose as a deterrent factor for sustained growth.

2 . S i m i l a r l y, B a n k , v i d e e - c i r c u l a r
no:CDO/P&HRD-CDS/55/2019–20 issued on
13.11.2019, has issued instructions to extend
disincentive to officials at the levels of Checker 1
and/or Checker 2 who indulge in false compliance
of statutory regulations and awarding a negative
score up to 5 (-) in Career Development System. A
permanent noting will be made in the Service
Records of the officials in HRMS, the circular
states. Such noting may also be taken into
cognizance while considering an official for
extension in service, promotion, posting in
sensitive posts, etc, the circular warns. As such,
the punishment to the officers will be twofold now.
This will only increase the fear psychosis amongst
the officers and demoralise them further.
3. As a responsible trade union, we are the votary
of an effective internal control mechanism in the
bank as it provides reasonable assurances
regarding the achievement of operational
objectives, such as effectiveness and efficiency of
operations, accurate and reliable financial reports
and compliance with the relevant laws and
standards. Therefore, we sincerely appreciate the
concerns of the Management about the quality of
the compliances to RFIA and the need to improve
the branch ratings. A system of effective internal
controls is undoubtedly a critical component of
bank management and a foundation for the safe
and sound operation of the banking organisation.
For promoting high ethical and integrity
standards, and for establishing a culture within the
organisation that emphasis and demonstrates to
all levels of personnel the importance of internal
controls. An effective internal control system
requires that there is appropriate segregation of
duties and the personnel are not assigned
conflicting responsibilities. Areas of potential
conflicts of interest should be identified,
minimised and subject to careful, independent
monitoring.
4. The RFIA provides us an opportunity to learn
and take corrective measures to protect the bank's
interest. In the recent past, we have witnessed
many instances wherein branches have been
penalised by way of reduction in the audit scores
for submission of false compliances and
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explanations have also been called from the
Branch Manager/ other officials dealing in audit.
Now, disciplinary actions are being initiated in
almost all such cases which demonstrate a major
shift in the bank's stand as far as accountability is
concerned. The latest system of online compliance
of audit remarks with a drastic reduction in the
timeline for compliances by the branch might have
led to a rise in incidences of false compliance in
many instances. Further, the current incumbent
may not have been responsible for the reduction in
scores, which could have been due to multifarious
factors, inter alia, lack of support from controlling
office, inadequate manpower.
5. The officers in branches are tied up with too
many tasks and are unable to plan their tasks due
to changing priorities beyond their control. We
have been sensitising the officers to understand
and appreciate that Audit and meticulous
compliance of audit observations have assumed
greater importance than ever before. It is reported
by many branches that the main reasons for false
compliance is the pressure from the controller
without giving requisite time to comply with the
irregularity pointed out by RFIA. It is also a fact
that certain irregularities cannot be rectified by
branches alone and require the participation of
customers and borrowers, especially in credit
related areas. It is also reported that in many
instances branch officials have been called to
RBOs to complete the exercise or an official is
deputed from RBO to the branch to ensure
immediate compliance without actually complying
with the irregularity.
6. In the circumstances, we have been educating
the officers about the severity of the issue and

counselling them to submit factual compliance. We
are also sensitising them the repercussions of false
compliance. While we will continue to do so, it is
essential that the controllers are required to be
sensitised and counselled as well so that they
refrain from compelling the branches to submit
false compliances simply to meet the deadlines and
targets. You will agree that compliances sometimes
depend upon the nature and complexity of the
audit note. Sometimes, despite exploring all
probabilities, a particular irregularity having
insignificant or no financial impact may not get
rectified within the given dead line. This kind of
non-compliant audit remarks may be allowed to be
rectified within a certain time. If this approach is
followed, the incidence of false compliance will be
reduced drastically. Moreover, the branches
should not be pressurised by RBOs to submit
100% compliance within the laid down time frame.
The RBOs should vigorously monitor with the
branches and extend all possible help and
guidance to get the residual irregularities actually
rectified at the earliest.
7. In view of the foregoing, we would request your
good self to kindly consider putting in place certain
guidelines in this regard along the lines of our said
suggestion and advise the Circle authorities to
withhold avoidable disciplinary action against the
officers till such guidelines are given. We also
request your good office to review the circular
instructions issued on 13.11.2019.
With warm regards,
Yours sincerely,
(Soumya Datta)
General Secretary

BREAVEMENT
Smt.R. Meena, Deputy Manager (HR), AO, Coimbatore lost her
mother on 20.10.2019 at Chennai.
Shri.N. Balasubramanian, Regional Manager, Region II lost his father
on 30.10.2019 at Chennai.
Shri.R. Aravanai Selvan, Chief Manager, SME, Kuruchi branch lost his
father at Coimbatore on 27.11.2019.
Com.N.Muthukumar, Chief Manager, RBO-IV, Madurai lost his father

on 07.11.2019 at Ramanathapuram.
Com.P.Chinnapandian, Dy.Manager, Madurai Branch lost his father
on 11.11.2019 at Madurai.
Com. R.Rajamani, Assistant Manager, Kallakurichi lost his mother
on 22.10.2019 at Kovilpatti.
Com. N.Muthukumar, Deputy Manager, Belur lost his wife on
20.11.2019 at Salem.

MAY THE DEPARTED SOULS REST IN PEACE
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COMMUNICATION WITH CONFEDERATION
We are happy to announce that SBIOA(CC) has been given an opportunity to
represent the delegation of AIBOC in the matter of Non Financial Issues –
Disciplinary Proceedings & Staff Accountability Policy – Suggestions &
Improvements – Preparation of Compendium on the issues pertaining to the
above. Accordingly, Com. R. Balaji, General Secretary, SBIOA (CC) has made
the presentation to the four officers' organizations at Mumbai and Chennai and
contributed for its complilation. We thank the AIBOC Leadership for the
opportunity.
To
Soumyadatta99@gmail.com
Dear Sir,
Non-financial Matters
Disciplinary Proceedings – Suggestions
& Improvement
Staff Accountability – Suggestions &
Improvement
I forward herewith the final draft copy
on Disciplinary Proceedings Suggestions and improvement (19
Pages) with 17 enclosures as annexures
1 to 17 and Staff AccountabilitySuggestions & Improvement to be
submitted to IBA.
R.BALAJI
General Secretary, SBIOA (CC)

From
Soumyadatta99@gmail.com
To
balaji2063@gmail.com
Sir,
Thank you so much for the diligent
effort in collating such an exhaustive
compendium on Disciplinary
proceedings and Staff Accountability.
Kudos to you.
Regards
Soumya Datta
General Secretary, AIBOC

WEDDING BELLS
Selvan.S.A.Karthik S/o.Com.S.R.Anjaneyamoorthy, Chief Manager, RACPC, Madurai
married Selvi.R.Deepika on 03.11.2019 at Paramagudi.
Com.Kathirvel.D, Branch Manager,Malumichampatti Branch married Miss.Samyuktha R
on 02.12.2019 at Coimbatore.
Selvan. M. Ashwanth S/o Com. P.Muralikanthan, Manager, RBO Hosur married Selvi.
Abinaya on 24.11.2019 at Madurai.
SBIOA (CC) Wishes a very happy married life to the newly wedded couples.
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The General Secretary
All India State Bank Officers' Federation
Kolkatta – 700 001.



Officers felt that opportunities in handling
higher responsibility have not been given
to talented and qualified personnel

ORG/54/2019



Seniority and Experience are neglected at
times



Frustration and discomfort at various
levels/grades



Anomalies exist in different grades on
account of promotion years policy
implemented affected the promotion
eligibility year

Date: 10-12-2019

Dear Sir,
ASSURED CAREER PROGRESSION
FOR OFFICERS
A promotion is a form of recognition for
officers who make significant and effective
work contributions.It is viewed as desirable
by employees because of the impact a
p r o m o t i o n h a s o n p a y, a u t h o r i t y,
responsibility, and the ability to influence
broader organizational decision making.It
raises the status of the employee who receives
a promotion which is a visible sign of esteem
f r o m t h e e m p l o y e r. I t i s a p o w e r f u l
communication tool about what is valued
within an organization.

05. As the highly qualified persons with rich
talented personnel have been recruited in last
few years, we feel that there should be
comprehensive change in the promotion
policy. Accordingly, the outcome and
suggestions of our Members are as under:

02. As per the Government Gazette, the
Officers under Junior Management Grade has
been equated as Class A Officers grade of
Central Government Employees. The Class A
officers of the Central Government have been
considered for next higher scale/position after
completion of every 5 years of service on an
average.
03. The scheme of ACP recommended by the
Fifth CPC envisaged three time bound
promotions for Group A posts after 4, 8 & 13
years of service. The Government accepted
this recommendation in a modified manner
and introduced the ACPS for Group A where
two financial upgradations were to be
provided on completion of 12 & 24 years of
service.

06.
We urge upon the leadership of the
Federation to take up the issue with the
Management for coining the new assured
career promotion policy for our officers
without any examinations to boost their
morale and commitment to the organization.

04.The need for the ACP/Comprehensive
Promotion Policy is that

Comradely Yours,



Due recognition has not been given in time

(R.BALAJI)



Lacunae in appraisal system

GENERAL SECRETARY
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